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AROUND SOLOMON’S DESCENT ALGEBRAS
C. BONNAFE´ & G. PFEIFFER
Abstract. We study different problems related to the Solomon’s descent al-
gebra Σ(W ) of a finite Coxeter group (W, S): positive elements, morphisms
between descent algebras, Loewy length... One of the main result is that, if
W is irreducible and if the longest element is central, then the Loewy length
of Σ(W ) is equal to
⌈ |S|
2
⌉
.
Introduction
Let (W,S) be a finite Coxeter system. The descent algebra Σ(W ) of the finite
Coxeter group W is a subalgebra of the group algebra QW with a basis {xI :
I ⊂ S}, where xI is the sum in QW of the distinguished coset representatives of
the parabolic subgroup WI in W . It is a non-commutative preimage of the ring of
parabolic permutation characters ofW , with respect to the homomorphism θ which
associates to xI the permutation character of W on the cosets of WI . Solomon [S]
discovered it as the real reason why the sign character of W is a linear combination
of parabolic permutation characters. He also showed that Ker θ is the radical of
Σ(W ).
The special case where W is the symmetric group on n points, i.e., a Coxeter
group of type An−1, has received particular attention. This type of descent algebra
occurs as the dual of the Hopf algebra of quasi-symmetric functions. Atkinson [A]
has determined the Loewy length of Σ(W ) in this case.
For general W , the descent algebra has been further studied as an interesting
object in its own right. Bergeron, Bergeron, Howlett and Taylor [BBHT] have con-
structed explicit idempotents, decomposing Σ(W ) into projective indecomposable
modules. Recently, Blessenohl, Hohlweg and Schocker [BHS] could show that θ
satisfies the remarkable symmetry θ(x)(y) = θ(y)(x) for all x, y ∈ Σ(W ).
The main purpose of this article is to determine the Loewy length of Σ(W ) for
all types of irreducible finite Coxeter groups W . With the exception of type Dn, n
odd, this is done through a case by case analysis, using computer calculations with
CHEVIE [Chevie] for the exceptional types, in the final Section 5. Our results show
in particular, that if W is irreducible and if the longest element w0 is central in W
then the Loewy length of Σ(W ) is exactly
⌈ |S|
2
⌉
, whereas in the other cases, it lies
between
⌈ |S|
2
⌉
and |S|. Moreover, in Section 3, we study ideals generated by ele-
ments of Σ+(W ), the set of non-negative linear combinations of the basis elements
xI of Σ(W ), and show that the minimal polynomial of an element of Σ
+(W ) is
square-free. Section 4 deals with various types of homomorphisms between descent
algebras, some restriction morphisms and one type related to self-opposed subsets.
A restriction morphism between the descent algebra of type Bn and the descent
algebra of type Dn is also defined. Section 2 sets the scene in terms of a finite
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Coxeter group W and a length-preserving automorphism σ. The general object of
interest is Σ(W )σ, the subalgebra of fixed points of σ in Σ(W ).
Remark - If Wn is a Weyl group of type Bn, there exists an extension Σ
′
n of the
descent algebra Σ(Wn) which was defined by Mantaci and Reutenauer [MR] and
studied by Hohlweg and the first author [BH]. In [B], the first author investigates
similar problems for this algebra (restriction morphisms, positive elements, Loewy
series...): for instance, Σ′n has Loewy length n.
Acknowledgement - Some of the research leading to this paper was carried out
when the authors were visiting the Centre Interfacultaire Bernoulli at the EPFL in
Lausanne, Switzerland. They would like to express their gratitude for the Institute’s
hospitality.
1. Notation, preliminaries
1.A. General notation. If X is a set, P(X) denotes the set of subsets of X and
P#(X) denotes the set of proper subsets of X . If k ∈ Z, we denote by P6 k(X)
the set of subsets I of X such that |I| 6 k. The group algebra of a group G over Q
is denoted by QG. If G is a finite group, let IrrG denote the set of its (ordinary)
irreducible characters over C. The Grothendieck group of the category of finite
dimensional CG-modules is identified naturally with the free Z-module Z IrrG and
we set Q IrrG = Q⊗Z Z IrrG. If A is a finite dimensional Q-algebra, we denote by
RadA its radical. If a ∈ A, the centralizer of a in A is denoted by ZA(a). The set
of irreducible characters of A is denoted by IrrA.
1.B. Coxeter groups. Let (W,S) be a finite Coxeter group. Let ℓ : W → N be
the length function attached to S and let 6 denote the Bruhat-Chevalley order
on W . Let w0 denote the longest element of W . If I ∈ P(S), let WI denote the
subgroup of W generated by I. Recall that (WI , I) is a Coxeter group. The trivial
character of WI is denoted by 1I . A parabolic subgroup of W is a subgroup of W
which is conjugate to some WI .
1.C. Solomon descent algebra. If I ⊂ S, we set
XI = {w ∈ W | ∀ s ∈ I, ws > w}.
Recall that an element w ∈W lies in XI if and only if w(∆I ) ⊂ Φ
+. Let
xI =
∑
w∈XI
w ∈ QW.
Let
Σ(W ) = ⊕
I∈P(S)
QxI ⊂ QW.
If F is a subset of P(S), we set
ΣF (W ) = ⊕
I∈F
QxI .
In particular, ΣP(S)(W ) = Σ(W ). Let θ : Σ(W ) → Q IrrW be the unique linear
map such that θ(xI) = Ind
W
WI 1I for every I ⊂ S. Let (ξI)I∈P(S) denote the Q-basis
of HomQ(Σ(W ),Q) dual to (xI)I∈P(S). In other words,
x =
∑
I∈P(S)
ξI(x)xI
for every x ∈ Σ(W ). If s ∈ S, we write xs (resp. ξs) for x{s} (resp. ξ{s}) for
simplification.
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If I and J are two subsets of S, we set
XIJ = (XI)
−1 ∩XJ .
We write I ≡ J if there exists w ∈ W such that J = wI (or, equivalently, if
WI and WJ are conjugate subgroups of W ). The relation ≡ is an equivalence
relation on P(S) and we denote by Λ the set of equivalence classes for this relation:
it parametrizes the W -conjugacy classes of parabolic subgroups of W . We still
denote by ⊂ the order relation on Λ induced by inclusion. Let λ : P(S) → Λ be
the canonical surjection. We can now recall the following result of Solomon [S].
Solomon’s Theorem. With the previous notation, we have:
(a) If I and J are two subsets of S, then
xIxJ =
∑
d∈XIJ
xd−1I∩J .
(b) Σ(W ) is a unitary sub-Q-algebra of QW .
(c) θ : Σ(W )→ Q IrrW is a morphism of Q-algebras.
(d) Ker θ =
∑
I≡J
Q(xI − xJ ).
(e) RadΣ(W ) = Ker θ.
Σ(W ) is called Solomon’s descent algebra of W . If I, J and K are three subsets
of S, we set
XIJK = {d ∈ XIJ |
d−1I ∩ J = K}.
Then, Solomon’s Theorem (a) can be restated as follows:
(1.1) xIxJ =
∑
K∈P(S)
|XIJK | xK .
1.D. Simple Σ(W )-modules. The intersection of two parabolic subgroups of W
is a parabolic subgroup. Therefore, if w ∈ W , we define W (w) to be the minimal
parabolic subgroup of W containing w. We denote by Λ(w) ∈ Λ the parameter of
its conjugacy class. The map
Λ : W −→ Λ
is constant on conjugacy classes and is surjective: indeed, if λ ∈ Λ, if I ∈ λ, and if
c is a Coxeter element of WI , then Λ(c) = λ. The inverse image of λ ∈ Λ in W is
denoted by C(λ). It is a union of conjugacy classes of W .
If λ ∈ Λ, let τλ : Σ(W ) → Q, x 7→ θ(x)(w), where w ∈ C(λ). Recall that θ(x) is
a Q-linear combination of permutation characters, so θ(x)(w) lies in Q. Moreover,
τλ does not depend on the choice of w in C(λ), and is a morphism of algebras. Also,
the map
τ : Λ −→ IrrΣ(W )
λ 7−→ τλ
is bijective. By definition, if w ∈W and x ∈ Σ(W ), then
(1.2) τΛ(w)(x) = θ(x)(w).
Finally, recall that
(1.3) τλ(J)(xI) = |XIJJ |.
It follows that
(1.4) xxJ − τλ(J)(x)xJ ∈ ΣP#(J)(W )
for every x ∈ Σ(W ).
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2. Automorphisms of Coxeter groups
2.A. General case. We fix in this section an automorphism σ of W such that
σ(S) = S. Since ℓ ◦ σ = ℓ, σ induces an automorphism of Σ(W ) which is still
denoted by σ. The subalgebra of fixed points of σ in Σ(W ) is denoted by Σ(W )σ.
Lemma 2.1. Let A be a sub-Q-algebra of Σ(W ). Then RadA = A ∩ RadΣ(W ).
Proof. Let I = A ∩ RadΣ(W ). Since Σ(W ) is basic (i.e., all its simple modules
are of dimension 1), RadΣ(W ) is exactly the set of nilpotent elements of Σ(W ).
Therefore, RadA ⊂ RadΣ(W ). In particular, RadA ⊂ I. Moreover, I is a two-
sided nilpotent ideal of A. So I ⊂ RadA and we are done. 
Corollary 2.2. Rad
(
Σ(W )σ
)
=
(
RadΣ(W )
)σ
.
The automorphism σ acts on P(S) and this action induces an action of σ on Λ.
The set of σ-orbits in Λ is denoted by Λ/σ. It is easily checked that
(2.3) τλ ◦ σ
−1 = τσ(λ)
for every λ ∈ Λ. In particular, if we denote by τσλ the restriction of τλ to Σ(W )
σ ,
then
(2.4) τσλ = τ
σ
σ(λ).
It is also clear that τσλ is an irreducible character of Σ(W )
σ.
Proposition 2.5. The map Λ → Irr
(
Σ(W )σ
)
, λ 7→ τσλ induces a bijection Λ/σ ≃
Irr
(
Σ(W )σ
)
.
Proof. By Corollary 2.2 and since Q has characteristic 0, θ induces an isomorphism
of algebras
Σ(W )σ/Rad
(
Σ(W )σ
)
≃ (Im θ)σ.
So we have a natural bijection between IrrΣ(W )σ and Irr(Im θ)σ. If λ ∈ Λ, let eλ
be the idempotent of Im θ such that (Im θ)eλ is a simple Σ(W )-module affording
τλ. Then
Im θ = ⊕
λ∈Λ
Qeλ
and σ(eλ) = eσ(λ). So,
(Im θ)σ = ⊕
Ω∈Λ/σ
Q(
∑
λ∈Ω
eλ).
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
2.B. Action of w0. Let σ0 denote the automorphism ofW induced by conjugation
by w0, the longest element of W . Then σ0(S) = S, so σ0 induces an automorphism
of Σ(W ). Of course, we have
(2.6) Σ(W )σ0 = ZΣ(W )(w0).
Let us introduce another classical basis of Σ(W ). If w ∈W , we set
R(w) = {s ∈ S | ws > w}.
Then
(2.7) R(w0w) = S \ R(w).
If J ∈ P(S), we set
YJ = {w ∈ W | R(w) = J}
and yJ =
∑
w∈YJ
w ∈ QW.
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Then
(2.8) xI =
∑
I⊂J
yJ ,
so yJ ∈ Σ(W ) and (yJ)J∈P(S) is a Q-basis of Σ(W ). Note that yS = {1} and
y∅ = {w0}, so w0 ∈ Σ(W ). By 2.7, we have
(2.9) y∅yJ = w0yJ = yS\J .
The centrality of w0 can be characterized by the invertibilty of the elements yJ .
Proposition 2.10. The longest element w0 is central in W if and only if yJ is
invertible for all J ∈ P(S).
Proof. Clearly x ∈ Σ(W ) is invertible if and only if 0 6∈ {θ(x)(w) : w ∈ W}.
Moreover, w0 6∈WI unless I = S. And by Mo¨bius inversion,
yJ =
∑
I⊃J
(−1)|I|−|J|xI = xS +
∑
I∈P#(S):J⊂I
(−1)|I|−|J|xI .
Suppose w0 is central in W . Then w0 ∈ NW (WI) for all I ∈ P(S) and the index
|NW (WI) : WI | is even for I ∈ P
#(S). Let w ∈ W . Then θ(xI)(w), which is a
multiple of |NW (WI) : WI |, is even for I ∈ P
#(S). And θ(yJ )(w), which is the
sum of ±θ(xI)(w) for certain I ∈ P
#(S) and θ(xS)(w) = 1 is odd, in particular
not zero.
Conversely, if w0 is not central in W , there is a maximal proper subset I ⊂ S
such that Iw0 6= I. (Otherwise sw0 = s for all s ∈ S, in contradiction to w0
being non-central.) It follows that, if w is an element of the same shape as I, then
θ(xI)(w) = |NW (WI) : WI | = 1. Hence yI = xI − xS implies θ(yI)(w) = 1 − 1 =
0. 
If I ∈ P(S), we set
x′I =
∑
K∈P(I)
(
−
1
2
)|I|−|K|
xK .
Note that (x′I)I∈P(S) is a basis of Σ(W ). Using 2.8, it is easily checked that
(2.11) x′I =
(
−
1
2
)|I| ∑
J∈P(S)
(−1)|I∩J|yJ .
Therefore, by 2.9, we get
(2.12) w0x
′
I = (−1)
|I|x′I .
So, if w0 is central in W , we can improve 1.4:
Lemma 2.13. Let I ∈ P(S) and x ∈ Σ(W )σ0 . Then
xx′I ∈ τλ(I)(x)x
′
I +ΣP6 |I|−2(I)(W ).
Proof. Let us write
xx′I =
∑
J⊂I
αJx
′
J .
Evaluating ξI on each side, we get that αI = τλ(I)(x) (see 1.4). Since x commutes
with w0, it follows from 2.12 that αJ = 0 if |J | − |I| ≡ 1 mod 2, as desired. 
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3. Positivity properties
We denote by Σ+(W ) the set of elements a ∈ Σ(W ) such that ξI(a) > 0 for every
I ∈ P(S). Note that xI ∈ Σ
+(W ) for every I ∈ P(S). If a, b ∈ Σ+(W ), then
(3.1) a+ b ∈ Σ+(W )
and, by Solomon’s Theorem (a),
(3.2) ab ∈ Σ+(W ).
The aim of this section is to study properties of the elements of Σ+(W ) (ideals
generated, minimal polynomial, centralizer...).
3.A. Ideals. A subset F of P(S) is called saturated (resp. equivariantly saturated)
if, for every I ∈ F and every I ′ ∈ P(S) such that I ′ ⊂ I (resp. λ(I ′) ⊂ λ(I)), we
have I ′ ∈ F . If F is equivariantly saturated, then it is saturated. If F is saturated
(resp. equivariantly saturated) then, by Solomon’s Theorem (a), ΣF(W ) is a left
(resp. two-sided) ideal of Σ(W ).
Example and notation - Then P6 k(S) is an equivariantly saturated subset of
P(S). Moreover, if I ⊂ S, then P(I) and P#(I) are saturated subsets of P(S). 
Proposition 3.3. Let F be a saturated subset of P(S) and let χF denote the
character of the left Σ(W )-module ΣF(W ). Then
χF =
∑
I∈F
τλ(I).
Proof. This follows immediately from 1.4. 
If a ∈ Σ(W ), we set
F(a) = {I ∈ P(S) | ∃ J ∈ P(S),
(
ξJ (a) 6= 0 and I ⊂ J
)
}
Feq(a){I ∈ P(S) |∃ J ∈ P(S),
(
ξJ (a) 6= 0 and λ(I) ⊂ λ(J)
)
}.
Note that F(a) ⊂ Feq(a). Then F(a) (resp. Feq(a)) is saturated (resp. equivari-
antly saturated) and, by Solomon’s Theorem (a),
(3.4) Σ(W )a ⊂ ΣF(a)(W )
and
(3.5) aΣ(W ) ⊂ ΣFeq(a)(W ).
The next proposition shows that equality holds in 3.5 whenever a ∈ Σ+(W ).
Proposition 3.6. Let a ∈ Σ+(W ). Then
aΣ(W ) = ΣFeq(a)(W ).
In particular, Σ(W )a ⊂ aΣ(W ).
Proof. We may, and we will, assume that a 6= 0. Let F = Feq(a) and I = aΣ(W ).
Then F is equivariantly saturated and I ⊂ ΣF(W ) (see 3.5). Now let I ∈ F . We
shall show by induction on |I| that xI ∈ I.
First, note that
ax∅ =
( ∑
I∈P(S)
|XI |ξI(a)
)
x∅
so, by hypothesis, ax∅ = mx∅ with m > 0. Therefore, x∅ ∈ I. Now, let I ∈ F
and assume that, for every J ∈ F such that |J | 6 |I|−1, we have xJ ∈ I. We want
to prove that xI ∈ I. Let I0 ∈ P(S) be such that λ(I) ⊂ λ(I0) and ξI0(a) 6= 0.
By the positivity of a and by Solomon’s Theorem (a), this shows that ξI(axI) > 0.
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But axI =
∑
J∈P(I) ξJ (axI)xJ . Since axI ∈ I and xJ ∈ I for every J ∈ P
#(I), we
get that xI ∈ I, as desired. 
Corollary 3.7. Let a ∈ Σ+(W ). Then a is invertible in Σ(W ) if and only if
ξS(a) > 0.
Corollary 3.8. Let a1,. . . , ar ∈ Σ
+(W ). Then a1 + · · ·+ ar ∈ Σ
+(W ) and
a1Σ(W ) + · · ·+ arΣ(W ) = (a1 + · · ·+ ar)Σ(W ).
Proof. By Proposition 3.6, we have
a1Σ(W ) + · · ·+ arΣ(W ) = ΣFeq(a1)∪···∪Feq(ar)(W ).
But it is clear that
Feq(a1) ∪ · · · ∪ Feq(ar) = Feq(a1 + · · ·+ ar).
By applying Proposition 3.6 to a = a1 + · · ·+ ar, we get the desired result. 
3.B. Minimal polynomial. If a ∈ Σ(W ), we denote by fa(T ) ∈ Q[T ] its minimal
polynomial. Let ma : Σ(W ) → Σ(W ), x 7→ ax be the left multiplication by a and
let Ma be the matrix of ma in the basis (xJ )J∈P(S). The minimal polynomial of a
is equal to the minimal polynomial of the linear map ma (or of the matrixMa). By
1.4, Ma is triangular (with respect to the order ⊂ on P(S)) and its characteristic
polynomial is ∏
J∈P(S)
(T − τλ(J)(a)).
In particular
(3.9) fa is split over Q.
The main result of this subsection is the following:
Proposition 3.10. Let a ∈ Σ+(W ). Then fa is square-free.
Proof. Before starting the proof, we gather in the next lemma some elementary
properties of elements of Σ+(W ).
Lemma 3.11. Let I, J and K be three subsets of S such that
J ⊂ K and let a ∈ Σ+(W ). Then:
XIK ⊂ XIJ and XIKK ⊂ XIJJ .
(a)b τλ(K)(a) 6 τλ(J)(a).
(c) If τλ(K)(a) = τλ(J)(a) and if ξI(a) 6= 0, then:
(c1) XIJJ = XIKK .
(c2) If J  K, then XIKJ = ∅.
Proof of Lemma 3.11. It is clear that XIK ⊂ XIJ . Now, we have
XIKK = {d ∈ XIK | K ⊂
d−1I}, so (a) follows. Now, by 1.3, we
have
τλ(K)(a) =
∑
I∈P(S)
ξI(a)|XIKK |.
So (b) and (c1) follow immediately from (a) and this equality.
Let us now prove (c2). So assume that τλ(K)(a) = τλ(J)(a), that
ξI(a) 6= 0 and that XIKJ 6= ∅. Let d ∈ XIKJ . Then d ∈ XIJ
by (a) and J = d
−1
I ∩ K ⊂ d
−1
I. In other words, d ∈ XIJJ .
Therefore, d ∈ XIKK by (c1) and, since J =
d−1I ∩ K, we have
J = K, as expected. 
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Let ξ ∈ Q be an eigenvalue of ma. Let F = {J ∈ P(S) | τλ(J)(a) = ξ}. Note
that F 6= ∅. Since the matrixMa = (ξJ (axK))K,J∈P(S) is triangular, it is sufficient
to show that the square matrix (ξJ (axK))K,J∈F is diagonal. So, let J and K be
two elements of F such that ξJ (axK) 6= 0. We want to show that J = K. First,
since ξJ(axK) 6= 0, we have J ⊂ K. Moreover, there exists I ∈ P(S) such that
ξI(a) 6= 0 and XIKJ 6= ∅. But, by (2), we have XIJJ = XIKK . Now, let d ∈ XIKJ
(such a d exists by hypothesis). Then d ∈ XIJ and J =
d−1I ∩K ⊂ d
−1
I. In other
words, d ∈ XIJJ . Therefore, d ∈ XIKK and, since J =
d−1I ∩K, we have J = K,
as expected. 
Corollary 3.12. Let a ∈ Σ+(W ) and let n > 1. Then anΣ(W ) = aΣ(W ) and
Σ(W )an = Σ(W )a.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove this result for n = 2. If a is invertible, then the result
is clear. If a is not invertible then, by Proposition 3.10, the minimal polynomial
fa of a is divisible by T and not by T
2. This shows that a ∈ Q[a]a2 = Q[a]a2. So
a2 ∈ Σ(W )a and a2 ∈ aΣ(W ), as expected. 
Corollary 3.13. Let M be a Σ(W )-module and let χM denote its character. Write
χM = τλ1 + · · ·+ τλr , with λ1,. . . , λr ∈ Λ (possibly non-distinct). Let a ∈ Σ
+(W )
and let ξ ∈ Q. Then
dimQ Ker(a− ξ IdM | M) = |{1 6 i 6 r | τλi (a) = ξ}|.
Proof. Indeed, if x ∈ Σ(W ), then (τλi(x))1 6 i 6 r is the multiset of eigenvalues of x
in its action onM . But, by Proposition 3.10, a acts semisimply on M . This proves
the result. 
Example 3.14 - Consider here the left Σ(W )-module QW , with the natural action
by left multiplication. Let χ denote its character. Then it is easy and well-known
that
χ(xI) = |W |
for every I ∈ P(S). Therefore,
(a) χ =
∑
λ∈Λ
|C(λ)| τλ =
∑
w∈W
τΛ(w).
Indeed, by 1.2, we have∑
w∈W
τΛ(w)(xI) =
∑
w∈W
θ(xI)(w) = |W |〈θ(xI ), 1S〉 = |W |.
Therefore, if a ∈ Σ+(W ) and ξ ∈ Q, it follows from Corollary 3.13 and 1.2 that
(b) dimQ Ker(a− ξ IdQW | QW ) = |{w ∈ W | θ(a)(w) = ξ}|. 
3.C. Centralizers. The aim of this subsection is to prove a few results on the
dimension of the centralizer of elements of Σ+(W ). We first start with some easy
observation.
Let a ∈ Σ(W ). Let µa : Σ(W )→ Σ(W ), x 7→ ax− xa. Then
(3.15) Kerµa = ZΣ(W )(a)
so that
(3.16) dimQ Σ(W )− dimQ ZΣ(W )(a) = dimQ(Imµa).
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Proposition 3.17. Let a ∈ Σ+(W ). Then
dimQ ZΣ(W )(a) = 2
|S| − |Feq(a)|+ dimQ Σ(W )a− dimQ(Imµa ∩Σ(W )a).
In particular,
dimQ ZΣ(W )(a) 6 2
|S| − |Feq(a)|+ dimQ Σ(W )a 6 2
|S| − |Feq(a)|+ |F(a)|.
Remark - Recall that F(a) ⊂ Feq(a) so that the right-hand side of the above
inequality is always 6 2|S|. 
Proof. Let π : aΣ(W ) → aΣ(W )/Σ(W )a be the canonical projection. Let f :
Σ(W ) → aΣ(W ), x 7→ ax. Then π ◦ f is surjective by definition. Moreover, note
that the image of µa is contained in aΣ(W ). By definition, π◦f = π◦µa. Therefore,
π ◦ µa is surjective. In particular,
dimQ(Imµa) = |Feq(a)| − dimQ Σ(W )a+ dimQ(Imµa ∩ Σ(W )a).
So the result now follows from 3.16. 
Example 3.18 - The following example shows that the first inequality in Propo-
sition 3.17 might be strict. Assume here that W = S4 is of type A3. Write
S = {s1, s2, s3}, with s1s3 = s3s1. Then
dimQ ZΣ(W )(x{s1,s2}) = 5
and 2|S| − |Feq(x{s1,s2})|+ dimQ Σ(W )x{s1,s2} = 6. 
Corollary 3.19. Let a ∈ Σ+(W ) and assume that RadΣ(W )∩Σ(W )a = 0. Then
dimQ ZΣ(W )(a) = 2
|S| − |Feq(a)|+ dimQ Σ(W )a.
Proof. Since Imµa ⊂ RadΣ(W ), the hypothesis implies that Imµa ∩ Σ(W )a = 0.
So the result follows now from Proposition 3.17. 
Example 3.20 - Let s ∈ S. Let C(s) denote the set of elements of S which are
conjugate to s in W and let c(s) = |C(s)|. Let a =
∑
t∈C(s) αtxt 6= 0 be such that
αt > 0 for every t ∈ C(s). Then
(1) Feq(a) = C(s) ∪ {∅}.
Moreover, if t ∈ C(s), then ξs(xxs) = ξt(xxt) for every x ∈ Σ(W ) (see 1.3 and 1.4).
Therefore,
(2) Σ(W )a = Qa⊕Qx∅.
In particular,
(3) RadΣ(W ) ∩ Σ(W )a = 0.
It then follows from (1), (2), (3) and Corollary 3.19 that
(4) dimQ ZΣ(W )(a) = 2
|S| − c(s) + 1.
Note that this equality holds if a = xs. 
Corollary 3.21. Let a ∈ Σ+(W ) and let n > 1. Then ZΣ(W )(a
n) = ZΣ(W )(a).
Proof. Since ZΣ(W )(a
n) ⊂ ZΣ(W )(a), we only need to prove that the dimensions
of both centralizers are equal. First, by Corollary 3.12, we have dimQ Σ(W )a =
dimQ Σ(W )a
n and dimQ aΣ(W ) = dimQ a
nΣ(W ). So, by Proposition 3.17, we only
need to prove that
(Pn) dimQ(Imµan ∩ Σ(W )a) = dimQ(Imµa ∩ Σ(W )a).
We will show (Pn) by induction on n, the case where n = 1 being trivial. So we
assume that n > 2 and that (Pn−1) holds. First, note that µan(x) = aµan−1(x) +
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µa(x)a
n−1. Therefore, µan(x) ∈ Σ(W )a if and only if aµan−1(x) ∈ Σ(W )a. But,
by Corollary 3.12, the map κ : aΣ(W ) → aΣ(W ), u 7→ au is an isomorphism and
stabilizes Σ(W )a. Therefore, aµan−1(x) ∈ Σ(W )a if and only if µan−1(x) ∈ Σ(W )a.
In other words,
Imµan ∩ Σ(W )a = κ
−1(Imµan−1 ∩Σ(W )a).
This shows (Pn). 
3.D. Counter-examples. In this subsection, we provide examples to show that
the different results of this section might fail if the positivity property is not satis-
fied.
• First statement of Proposition 3.6 - Assume here that W = S3 is
of type A2 and write S = {s1, s2}. Let a = xs1 − xs2 . Then RadΣ(W ) = Qa.
Therefore, aΣ(W ) = Qa 6= ΣFeq(a)(W ).
• Second statement of Proposition 3.6 - Assume here that W = S4 is
of type A3. Write S = {s1, s2, s3}, with s1s3 = s3s1. Let a = xs1 − xs2,s3 . Then
xs2 − xs3 belongs to Σ(W )a but does not belong to aΣ(W ).
• Corollary 3.7 - Assume here that W = S3 is of type A2 and write S =
{s1, s2}. Let a = xS − xs2 . Then ξS(a) > 0 but a is not invertible.
• Corollary 3.8 - Let a ∈ Σ+(W ) be non-zero. Then aΣ(W ) + (−a)Σ(W ) =
aΣ(W ) 6= (a+ (−a))Σ(W ) = 0.
• Proposition 3.10 and Corollary 3.12 - Let a ∈ RadΣ(W ) be non-
zero. Then fa(T ) = T
n for some n > 2, so fa(T ) is not square-free. Moreover,
Σ(W )a 6= Σ(W )an = 0 and aΣ(W ) 6= anΣ(W ) = 0.
• Corollary 3.21 - Let a ∈ RadΣ(W ) be non-central. Then there exists
n > 2 such that an = 0 is central.
4. Some morphisms between Solomon descent algebras
4.A. Restriction morphisms. Whenever K ⊂ S, F. Bergeron, N. Bergeron,
R.B. Howlett and D.E. Taylor have constructed a so-called restriction morphism
between Σ(W ) and Σ(WK). They do not say that they are morphisms of algebras
but this can be deduced from some of their results [BBHT, 13 and Proposition 2.6].
However, we present here a simpler proof (see Proposition 4.1).
In this subsection, we recall the definition and the basic properties of these
restriction morphisms, and we prove some results on their image. We first need
some notation:
Notation - If K ⊂ S, we denote by XKI , x
K
I , θK , ≡K , ΛK , λK
and τKλ for the objects defined in WK instead of W and which
correspond respectively to XI , xI , θ, ≡, Λ, λ and τλ.
If K ⊂ S, let ResK : Σ(W )→ Σ(WK) denote the Q-linear map such that
ResK(xI) =
∑
d∈XKI
xKK∩dI
for every I ∈ P(S). If K ⊂ L ⊂ S, we denote by ResLK : Σ(WL)→ Σ(WK) the map
defined like ResK but inside WL. Finally, if K
′ ∈ P(S) and if d ∈ XKK′ are such
that dK ′ = K, then the map d∗ : Σ(WK′ ) → Σ(WK), x 7→ dxd
−1 is well-defined
and is an isomorphism of algebras. It sends xK
′
I to x
K
dI (I ∈ P(K
′)). Let us gather
in the next proposition the formal properties of the map ResK :
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Proposition 4.1. Let K ∈ P(S). Then:
(a) If x ∈ Σ(W ), then xK ResK(x) = xxK .
(b) ResK is an homomorphism of algebras.
(c) If K ⊂ L ⊂ S, then ResK = Res
L
K ◦ResL.
(d) The diagram
Σ(W )
θ
//
ResK

Q IrrW
ResWWK

Σ(WK)
θK
// Q IrrWK
is commutative.
(e) If K ′ ∈ P(S) and if d ∈ XKK′ are such that
dK ′ = K, then
ResK = d∗ ◦ ResK′ .
Proof. If I ⊂ K, then xKx
K
I = xI . So the map µK : Σ(WK) → Σ(W ), x 7→ xKx
is well-defined and injective. (a) follows from this observation and from Solomon’s
Theorem (a). (b) and (c) follow from (a) and from the injectivity of µK (note that
ResK(1) = 1). (d) is a direct consequence of the Mackey formula. Finally, we have
xK′ = xKd. So (e) follows again from (a) and from the injectivity of µK . 
The natural map P(K)→ P(S) induces a map πK : ΛK → Λ. The next corollary
is a generalisation of [A, Theorem 3.6].
Corollary 4.2. If λ ∈ ΛK , then τπK(λ) = τ
K
λ ◦ ResK .
Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.1 (d). 
The Corollary 4.2 can be written as follows: if I ∈ P(K), then
(4.3) τλ(I) = τλK(I) ◦ ResK .
The next result generalizes [A, Theorem 2.3].
Proposition 4.4. Σ(W ) = KerResK ⊕Σ(W )xK and KerResK is the set of x ∈
Σ(W ) such that xxK = 0.
Proof. By Proposition 4.1 (a), we have dimQ(ImResK) = dimQ Σ(W )xK . There-
fore,
dimQ(KerResK) + dimQ Σ(W )xK = dimQ Σ(W ).
Now, let x ∈ Σ(W ) be such that xxK ∈ KerResK . According to the previous
equality, it is sufficient to show that xxK = 0. But, by Proposition 4.1 (a), we have
that xx2K = 0. By Corollary 3.12, this implies that xxK = 0. 
Corollary 4.5. The following are equivalent:
(1) ResK is surjective.
(2) dimΣ(W )xK = 2
|K|.
(3) Σ(W )xK = ΣP(K)(W ).
Proof. By Proposition 4.1 (a), we have that dimQ Σ(W )xK = dimQ(ImResK). By
Solomon’s Theorem (a), we have that Σ(W )xK ⊂ ΣP(K)(W ). Moreover, note that
dimQ ΣP(K)(W ) = 2
|K|. The corollary follows from Proposition 4.4 and these three
observations. 
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We now investigate further the image of ResK . First, let
W (K) = {w ∈ XKK |
wK = K}.
Then W (K) is a subgroup of W and
NW (WK) =W (K)⋉WK .
Moreover, W (K) acts on Σ(WK) by conjugation.
Proposition 4.6. ImResK ⊂ Σ(WK)
W (K).
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 4.1 (e). 
Corollary 4.7. If ResK is surjective, then the map πK : ΛK → Λ is injective and
W (K) acts trivially on WK .
Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 4.2 and Proposition 4.6. 
Example 4.8 - Assume here that W = Sn is the symmetric group of degree
n. View Sn−1 as a parabolic subgroup of W . Then, by [BGR], the restriction
morphism Σ(Sn) → Σ(Sn−1) is surjective. Therefore, by Proposition 4.1 (c) and
(e), if K is a subset of S such that WK is irreducible, then ResK is surjective.
Moreover, the map πK is injective if and only if WK is irreducible. So we have
shown that, if W is irreducible of type A, then ResK is surjective if and only if πK
is injective. 
Examples 4.9 - Let W be irreducible of exceptional type. Let n = |S|. We
write S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn} following the convention of Bourbaki [Bbk, Planches I-
IX]. For simplification, we denote by i1i2 . . . ik the subset {si1 , si2 , . . . , sik} of S (for
instance, 134 stands for {s1, s3, s4}). Then, computations using CHEVIE show that:
(a) If W is of type E6, E7, E8, G2 or H3, then ResK is surjective if and only
if |K| ∈ {0, 1, |S|}.
(b) If W is of type F4, then ResK is surjective if and only if K belongs to
{1234, 123, 234, 13, 14, 23, 24, 1, 2, 3, 4,∅}.
(c) If W is of type H4, then ResK is surjective if and only if K belongs to
{1234, 123, 1, 2, 3, 4,∅}. 
Remark - The examples 4.9 show that the converse of Corollary 4.7 is not true
in general. 
We will see in the next subsection some other examples of restriction morphisms
(groups of type B or D) and some results concerning their images.
4.B. Type B, type D: another restriction morphism. We shall investigate
here some properties of Σ(W ) whenever W is of type B or D. We fix in this
subsection a natural number n > 1. Let (Wn, Sn) be a Coxeter group of type Bn.
We write Sn = {t, s1, s2, . . . , sn−1} in such a way that the Dynkin diagram of Wn
is
i i i · · · i
t s1 s2 sn−1
Let s′1 = ts1t, S
′
n = {s
′
1, s1, s2, . . . , sn−1} and W
′
n =< S
′
n >. Then (W
′
n, S
′
n) is a
Weyl group of type Dn: its Dynkin diagram is
i
i
X
X
X



i i · · · i
s1
s′1 s2 s3 sn−1
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Recall that Wn =< t > ⋉W
′
n. So Xn = {1, t} is the set of minimal length coset
representatives of Wn/W
′
n. We set xn = 1 + t ∈ QWn. Note that conjugacy by
t induces the unique non-trivial automorphism of W ′n which stabilizes S
′
n: this
automorphism will be denoted by σn. If I ⊂ S
′
n or if I ⊂ Sn, we denote by WI
the subgroup of Wn generated by I. It is a standard parabolic subgroup of W
′
n or
of Wn and it might be a parabolic subgroup of both. If I ⊂ S
′
n, we still denote
by XSnI the set of w ∈ Wn such that w has minimal length in wWI and we set
xSnI =
∑
w∈XSn
I
w ∈ QWn. Therefore, if I ⊂ S
′
n,
(4.10) xSnI = (1 + t)x
S′n
I .
If I ⊂ Sn, then it is easy to check that
(4.11) WI ∩W
′
n =WWI∩S′n and
tWI ∩W
′
n =WtWI∩S′n .
Moreover, if t 6∈ I, then
(4.12) WI ∩W
′
n =WI and
tWI ∩W
′
n =WtI .
We set
XI,n = Xn ∩X
−1
I
and
Resn x
Sn
I =
∑
d∈XI,n
x
S′n
d−1WI∩S′n
∈ Σ(W ′n).
In other words, by 4.11 and 4.12,
(4.13) Resn x
Sn
I =
{
x
S′n
WI∩S′n
if t ∈ I,
x
S′n
I + x
S′n
tI if t 6∈ I.
This can be extended by linearity to a map Resn : Σ(Wn)→ Σ(W
′
n). This map
shares with the restriction morphisms many properties:
Proposition 4.14. With the above notation, we have:
(a) If x ∈ Σ(Wn), then xnResn(x) = xxn.
(b) Resn is an homomorphism of algebras.
(c) Res
S′n
S′
n−1
◦Resn = Resn−1 ◦Res
Sn
Sn−1
.
(d) The diagram
Σ(Wn)
θn
//
Resn

Q IrrWn
ResWnW ′n

Σ(W ′n)
θ′n
// Q IrrW ′n
is commutative.
(e) ImResn = Σ(W
′
n)
σn .
Proof. (a) Let I ⊂ Sn. We want to prove that x
Sn
I (1+t) = (1+t)Resn(x
S′n
I ). First,
assume that t 6∈ I. Then WI ⊂W
′
n. Therefore, x
Sn
I = (1 + t)x
S′n
I . Consequently,
xSnI (1 + t) = (1 + t)x
S′n
I (1 + t)
= x
S′n
I + tx
S′n
I + x
S′n
I t+ tx
S′n
I t
= (1 + t)(x
S′n
I + x
S′n
tI )
= (1 + t)Resn(x
Sn
I ),
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as desired. Now, assume that t ∈ I. Then Xn = {1, t} is a set of minimal length
coset representatives of WI/(WI ∩W
′
n). Therefore x
Sn
I xn = x
Sn
WI∩S′n
= xnx
S′n
WI∩S′n
,
as expected (note that the last equality follows from 4.10.
(b) First, note that Resn(1) = Resn(x
Sn
Sn
) = x
S′n
S′n
= 1 by definition. The fact that
Resn(xy) = Resn(x)Resn(y) for all x, y ∈ Σ(Wn) follows immediately from (a) and
from the fact that the map µn : QW
′
n → QWn, x 7→ xnx is injective.
(c) follows also from (a) and from the fact xnx
S′n
S′
n−1
= xSnSn−1xn−1.
(d) follows from the Mackey formula for tensor product of induced characters.
(e) This follows easily from 4.13. 
We conclude this subsection by two examples where the image of the restriction
map ResK is computed explicitly. The first one concerns type B (see Proposition
4.15) while the second one concerns the type D (see Corollary 4.16).
Proposition 4.15. The map ResSnSn−1 : Σ(Wn)→ Σ(Wn−1) is surjective.
Proof. We have
XSnSn−1 = {sisi+1 . . . sn−1 | 1 6 i 6 n}∐
{sisi−1 . . . s1ts1s2 . . . sn−1 | 0 6 i 6 n− 1}.
Therefore, if d ∈ Wn and if i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n−1} are such that d
−1 ∈ XSnSn−1 , dsi > d,
and dsid
−1 ∈ Sn−1, then
(∗) dsid
−1 ∈ {si, si−1}.
We define a total order 4 on P(Sn−1). Let I and J be two subsets of Sn−1. Then
we write I 4 J if and only if one of the following two conditions are satisfied:
(1) |I| < |J |
(2) |I| = |J | and I is smaller than J for the lexicographic order on
P(Sn−1) induced by the order t < s1 < · · · < sn−1 on Sn−1.
It follows immediately from (∗) that
ResSnSn−1 x
Sn
J ∈ αJx
Sn−1
J +
∑
I≺J
Qx
Sn−1
I
with αJ > 0 (for every J ∈ P(Sn−1)). The proof of the proposition is complete. 
Corollary 4.16. The image of the map Res
S′n
S′
n−1
: Σ(W ′n) → Σ(W
′
n−1) is equal to
Σ(W ′n−1)
σn−1 .
Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.14 (c) and (e) and from Proposition 4.15. 
Remark 4.17 - If n is odd, then σn = σ0, the automorphism of Σ(W
′
n) induced
by conjugation by the longest element of W ′n. 
4.C. Self-opposed subsets. A subset K of S is called self-opposed if, for every
w ∈W such that wK ⊂ S, we have wK = K.
In this subsection, we fix a self-opposed subset K of S. If s ∈ S \ K, we set
wK,s = wK∪{s}wK (here, if I is a subset of S, wI denotes the longest element of
WI). Then, since K is self-opposed, we have wK,s ∈ W (K). Now, if I is a subset
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of S containing K, we set I(K) = {wK,s | s ∈ I \K}. Then (see for instance [GP,
Remark 2.3.5])
(4.18) (W (K), S(K)) is a finite Coxeter group.
Notation - We denote by X
(K)
I , x
(K)
I , Λ(K) and λ(K) the objects
defined like XI , xI , Λ or λ but inside W (K).
Let ψK : Σ(W )→ Σ(W (K)) be the linear map such that
ψK(xI) =
{
x
(K)
I(K) if K ⊂ I,
0 otherwise,
for every subset I of S.
Proposition 4.19. Assume K is self-opposed in S. Let I, J, L ⊆ S be such that
K ⊆ I, J, L. Then X
(K)
I(K)J(K)L(K) = XIJL.
Proof. First note that, if l(K) is the length function of W (K) with respect to S(K)
then, for any s ∈ S \ K, we have that l(ws) > l(w) if and only if l(K)(wwK,s) >
l(K)(w) (see [L, Theorem 5.9]). It follows that X
(K)
J(K) = XJ∩W (K) for every subset
J of S containing K. Moreover, WJ(K) =WJ ∩W (K).
Let d ∈ XIJL for some L ⊆ S containing K. Then K ⊆ L ⊆ I
d implies
d ∈ W (K). Also W dI ∩WJ =WL implies W
d
I(K) ∩WJ(K) = (WI ∩W (K))
d ∩WJ ∩
W (K) =WL∩W (K) =WL(K), whence XIJL ⊆ X
(K)
I(K)J(K)L(K) for all K ⊆ L ⊆ S.
Equality follows from that fact thatX
(K)
I(K)J(K) = XIJ∩W (K) is both the disjoint
union of the sets X
(K)
I(K)J(K)L(K) with K ⊆ L ⊆ S and the disjoint union of the sets
XIJL with K ⊆ L ⊆ S. 
Theorem 4.20. If K is a self-opposed subset of S, then ψK is a surjective homo-
morphism of algebras.
Proof. The surjectivity of ψK is clear from the definition. Also, ψK(1) = ψK(xS) =
xS(K) = 1. Let us now prove that ψK is respects the multiplication. Let I, J be
two subsets of S. We want to prove that
(∗) ψK(xIxJ ) = ψK(xI)ψK(xJ ).
Assume first that I (or J) does not contain K. Then ψK(xI)ψK(xJ ) = 0. Let
d ∈ XIJ . If K is contained in
d−1I ∩J , then K is contained in J or dK is contained
in I ⊂ S, so K is contained in I or in J , which is impossible. So ψK(xIxJ ) = 0.
Assume now that both I and J contain K. Then
ψK(xIxJ ) =
∑
K⊂L⊂S
|XIJL| x
(K)
L(K).
In this case, (∗) follows from Proposition 4.19. 
Example 4.21 - Assume here that W is of type Bn and keep the notation of
the proof of Proposition 4.15. Then {t} is a self-opposed subset of S and W ({t})
is of type Bn−1. So Theorem 4.20 gives another surjective morphism between
the Solomon algebra of type Bn and the Solomon algebra of type Bn−1. This
homomorphism does not coincide with the one constructed in Proposition 4.15. 
Example 4.22 - Assume here that (W,S) is of type E7 and assume that S =
{si | 1 6 i 6 7} is numbered as in [Bbk, Planche VI]. In other words, the Dynkin
diagram of W is:
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i i i i i i
i
s1 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7
s2
Let K = {s2, s5, s7}. Then K is self-opposed and W (K) is of type F4. So Theorem
4.20 realizes the Solomon algebra of type F4 as a quotient of the Solomon algebra
of type E7. 
If I is a subset of S(K), we denote by ̟K(I) the unique subset A of S containing
K such that A(K) = I. Then the map ̟K : P(S(K)) → P(S) induces a map
˜̟K : Λ(K) → Λ (indeed, by the definition of W (K), if I and J are two subsets of
S(K) and if w ∈ W (K) is such that wI = J , then w̟K(I) = ̟K(J)). Then, if
I ⊂ S(K), we have, by 1.4,
(4.23) τλ(̟K(I)) = τ
(K)
λ(K)(I)
◦ ψK .
We close this subsection by showing that the morphisms ResL and ψK are com-
patible. More precisely, let L be a subset of S containingK. ThenK is self-opposed
for WL and WL(K) is the parabolic subgroup of W (K) generated by L(K). Let
ψLK : Σ(WL)→ Σ(WL(K)) be the morphism defined like ψK but inside WL. Then
the diagram
(4.24)
Σ(W )
ψK
//
ResL

Σ(W (K))
ResL(K)

Σ(WL)
ψLK
// Σ(WL(K))
is commutative. Indeed, if I is a subset of L containing K, we have ψK(xI) =
xI(K) = xL(K)ψ
L
K(x
L
I ). In other words, ψK(xLx) = xL(K)ψ
L
K(x) for every x ∈
Σ(WL). So the commutativity of 4.24 follows from Proposition 4.1 (a) and from
routine computations.
5. Loewy length of Σ(W )
The Loewy length of a finite dimensional algebraA is the smallest natural number
k > 1 such that (RadA)k = 0. We denote by LL(W ) the Loewy length of Σ(W ). If
σ is an automorphism ofW such that σ(S) = S, we denote by LL(W,σ) the Loewy
length of Σ(W )σ. By Corollary 2.2, we have
(5.1) LL(W,σ) 6 LL(W ).
By Solomon’s Theorem (e), LL(W ) is the smallest natural number k > 1 such that
(Ker θ)k = 0.
5.A. Upper bound. Let us start with an easy observation (recall that σ0 denotes
the automorphism of W induced by conjugacy by w0):
Lemma 5.2. Let k > 0. Then:
(a) (Ker θ).Σk(W ) ⊂ Σk−1(W ).
(b) (Ker θ)σ0 .Σk(W ) ⊂ Σk−2(W ).
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Proof. Let J ∈ P(S) be such that |J | 6 k and let x ∈ Ker θ. Then τλ(J)(x) = 0.
By 1.4, we then have xxJ ∈ Σk−1(W ), whence (a). If moreover x ∈ (Ker θ)
σ0 , then
xx′J ∈ Σk−2(W ) by Lemma 2.13. This shows (b). 
Remark - It is not true in general that Σk(W ).(Ker θ) ⊂ Σk−1(W ). 
Corollary 5.3. We have:
(a) LL(W ) 6 |S|.
(b) LL(W,σ0) 6
|S|+ 1
2
.
Proof. (a) We have Ker θ ⊂ Σ|S|−1(W ) and Ker θ ∩ Σ0(W ) = 0 (see Solomon’s
Theorem (d)). So, by Lemma 5.2 (a), we have (Ker θ)|S| = 0.
(b) By Lemma 5.2 (b), we have (Ker θ)σ0 ⊂ Σ|S|−2(W ) and
(
(Ker θ)σ0
)r
⊂
Σ|S|−2r(W ) for every r > 0. This shows (b). 
Example 5.4 - It is a classical result [A, Corollary 3.5] that, if W is of type
An, then LL(W ) = n. In this case, we also have LL(W,σ0) =
⌈n
2
⌉
. Indeed,
let l = LL(W,σ0). By Corollary 5.3 (b), we have l 6
⌈n
2
⌉
. On the other hand,
let a = x{s1,...,sn−1} − x{s2,...,sn}, where S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn} is numbered such that
(sisi+1)
3 = 1 for every i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n−1}. Then, by [A, Proof of Corollary 3.5], we
have a ∈ RadΣ(W ) and an−1 6= 0. In particular, (a2)
[
n−1
2
]
6= 0. But, σ0(a) = −a,
so σ0(a
2) = a2. Therefore, by Corollary 2.2, we have a2 ∈ Rad
(
Σ(W )σ0
)
. So
l >
⌈n
2
⌉
, as desired. 
5.B. Type B. We keep the notation of subsection 4.B. The aim of this subsection
is to prove the next proposition:
Proposition 5.5. If n > 1, then LL(Wn) =
⌈n
2
⌉
.
Proof. By Corollary 5.3 (b), we have LL(Wn) 6
⌈n
2
⌉
. Now, let r =
[n− 1
2
]
. It is
sufficient to find a1,. . . , ar ∈ RadΣ(Wn) such that ar . . . a1 6= 0.
If 1 6 i 6 j 6 n− 1, we set [i, j] = {si, si+1, . . . , sj}. If 1 6 i 6 r, we set
ai = x[2i−1,n−2] − x[2i,n−1].
Then ai ∈ RadΣ(Wn). We shall show that ar . . . a1 6= 0. If 1 6 i 6 r, we set
τi =
2i−1∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
2i− 1
j
)
x[j+1,n−2i+j].
We will show by induction on i that
(Pi) ai . . . a1 ∈ Q
×τi +Σn−2i−1(Wn).
Note that, if (Pr) is proved, then the proposition is complete. Now, (P1) holds
since a1 = τ1. So, let i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , r} and assume that (Pi−1) holds. By Lemma
5.2 (b), there exists three elements α, β and γ of Q such that
aix[j+1,n−2(i−1)+j]
∈ αx[j+1,n−2i+j] + βx[j+2,n−2i+j+1] + γx[j+3,n−2i+j+2]
+Σn−2i−1(W )
for every j ∈ {1, 2, . . .2i − 1}. The fact that α, β and γ do not depend on j
follows from the fact that there exists w ∈ X[j+1,n−2(i−1)+j],[j′+1,n−2(i−1)+j′] such
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that w[j′ + 1, n − 2(i − 1) + j′] = [j + 1, n− 2(i − 1) + j]. In particular, we have
x[j+1,n−2(i−1)+j]w = x[j′+1,n−2(i−1)+j′]. Since ai ∈ Ker θ, we have α + β + γ = 0.
Also,
x[j+1,n−2(i−1)+j]w0w[j+1,n−2(i−1)+j] = x[j+1,n−2(i−1)+j].
Therefore, α = γ. In other words,
aix[j+1,n−2(i−1)+j]
∈ α(x[j+1,n−2i+j] − 2x[j+2,n−2i+j+1] + x[j+3,n−2i+j+2])
+ Σn−2i−1(W ).
Hence, by the induction hypothesis, by Lemma 5.2 (b) and by usual properties of
binomial coefficients, we have
ai . . . a1 ∈ Q
×ατi +Σn−2i−1(Wn).
So it remains to show that
α 6= 0.
For this, consider the case where j = 2i− 3 and write
x[2i−1,n−2]x[2i−2,n−1] = ax[2i−2,n−3] + bx[2i−1,n−2] + cx[2i,n−1]
and x[2i,n−1]x[2i−2,n−1] = dx[2i−2,n−3] + ex[2i−1,n−2] + fx[2i,n−1]
with a, b, c, d, e and f in Q. We then have b− e = −2α. Since b 6= 0, it is sufficient
to show that e = 0. In other words, we need to prove the following lemma:
Lemma 5.6. If d ∈ X[2i,n−1],[2i−2,n−1], then
d−1[2i, n− 1] 6= [2i−
1, n− 2].
Proof of Lemma 5.6. We identify Wn with the group of permuta-
tions σ of E = {±1,±2, . . . ,±n} such that σ(−k) = −σ(k) for
every k ∈ E (t corresponds to the transposition (−1, 1) while sk
corresponds to (k, k + 1)(−k,−k − 1)). If d ∈ X[2i−2,n−1], then
d is increasing on {2i − 2, 2i − 1, . . . , n − 2, n − 1}. If moreover
d−1[2i, n− 1] = [2i− 1, n− 2] (in other words, if d[2i− 1, n− 2] =
[2i, n−1]), then d({2i−1, 2i, . . . , n−1}) ⊂ {±2i,±(2i+1), · · ·±n}
and d has constant sign on {2i− 1, 2i, . . . , n− 1}. Two cases may
occur:
• If d(2i−1) > 0, then, since d has constant sign and is increasing
on {2i − 1, 2i, . . . , n − 1}, we have d(n − 1) = n. But this is
impossible since d(n) > d(n− 1).
• If d(2i− 1) < 0, then, by the same argument, we have d(2i−
1) = −n. But this is again impossible since d(2i−2) < d(2i−1). 
The proof of (Pi) and of the proposition is now complete. 
Remark 5.7 - Assume here that W is of type B2r+1, r > 1 and let τr denote
the element of Σ(W ) defined in the proof of Proposition 5.10. Computations using
CHEVIE show that the following question has a positive answer for m ∈ {1, 2, 3}:
Question: Is it true that (Ker θ)r = Qτr? 
5.C. Type D. The following result is an easy consequence of Proposition 5.5 (and
its proof) and of the existence of the homomorphism of algebras Resn.
Corollary 5.8. If n > 1, then LL(W ′n, σn) =
⌈n
2
⌉
.
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Proof. Let l be the Loewy length of Σ(W ′n)
σn . Keep the notation of the proof of
Proposition 5.5. Let a′i = Resn ai. Then, by Proposition 4.14 (b) and (e), we have
a′i ∈ RadΣ(W
′
n)
σn and ar . . . a1 = αResn τr, where α 6= 0. But, it is clear from the
definition of Resn that Resn τr 6= 0. So a
′
r . . . a
′
1 6= 0. So l > r + 1.
The fact that l 6 r + 1 follows from Propositions 5.5 and 4.14 (e). 
Corollary 5.9. Let n > 3. Then:
(a) If n is even, then LL(W ′n) =
⌈n
2
⌉
.
(b) If n is odd, then LL(W ′n) >
n+ 3
2
.
Proof. By Proposition 4.14 (e),
(∗) Resn(RadΣ(Wn)) = RadΣ(W
′
n)
σn = (RadΣ(W ′n))
σn .
So (a) follows from (∗), from Corollary 5.3 and from Corollary 5.8.
Let us now prove (b). Write n = 2r + 1 and keep the notation of the proof of
Corollary 5.8. Let a = x{s′1,s2,...,s2r} − x{s1,s2,...,s2r}. An easy computation shows
that
a′1x{s1,s2,...,s2r} ∈ a
′
1 +ΣP#({s1,s2,...,s2r})(W ).
But, by the equalities (3) and (4) of the proof of Proposition 5.10 and by Lemma
5.2 (b), we have σr . . . σ2ΣP#({s1,s2,...,s2r})(W ) = 0. Therefore,
σr . . . σ1x{s1,s2,...,s2r} = σr . . . σ1.
Since x{s′1,s2,...,s2r} = x{s1,s2,...,s2r}d, where d = w[1,r]w0, we get that
σr . . . σ1a = σr . . . σ2σ1(1 − d).
Therefore, σr . . . σ1a 6= 0 (indeed, the coefficient of xs′1 is non-zero). But, a ∈ Ker θ
because |S| is odd. So LL(W ′2r+1) > r + 2, as desired. 
5.D. Lower bound. The aim of this subsection is to prove the following result:
Proposition 5.10. If W is irreducible, then LL(W ) > LL(W,σ0) >
⌈ |S|
2
⌉
.
Proof. By 5.1, we only need to prove the second inequality. The proof of this
proposition will proceed by a case-by-case analysis. First, the exceptional groups
can be treated by using CHEVIE (see the Table given at the end of this paper). IfW
is of type A, then this follows from Example 5.4. If |S| = 2, then there is nothing
to prove. If W is of type B, this follows from Proposition 5.5. If W is of type D,
this follows from Corollary 5.9. The proof is complete. 
The next result follows from Corollary 5.3 and Proposition 5.10
Corollary 5.11. If W is irreducible, then LL(W,σ0) =
⌈ |S|
2
⌉
.
Corollary 5.12. If W is irreducible and w0 is central in W , then LL(W ) =
⌈ |S|
2
⌉
.
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5.E. Conclusion. The next table gives the known Loewy lengths of the algebras
Σ(W )σ for W irreducible and σ is a length-preserving automorphism of W .
Type of W o(σ) |Λ/σ| LL(W,σ) d0, d1, d2, . . .
An 1 p(n) n
2 p(n)
⌈n
2
⌉
Bn 1
n∑
r=0
p(r)
⌈n
2
⌉
D2n 1 p(n) + p(2n) +
2n−2∑
r=0
p(r) n
(n > 2) 2 p(2n) +
2n−2∑
r=0
p(r) n
D2n+1 1 p(2n) +
2n−2∑
r=0
p(r) > n+ 2 (∗)
(n > 2) 2 p(2n) +
2n−2∑
r=0
p(r) n+ 1
D4 1 11 2 16, 5
2 9 2 12, 3
3 7 2 8, 1
E6 1 17 5 64, 47, 28, 12, 3
2 17 3 40, 23, 5
E7 1 32 4 128, 96, 34, 2
E8 1 41 4 256, 215, 106, 14
F4 1 12 2 16, 4
2 8 2 10, 2
H3 1 6 2 8, 2
H4 1 10 2 16, 6
I2(2m) 1 4 1 4
2 3 1 3
I2(2m+ 1) 1 3 2 4, 1
2 3 1 3
The exceptional groups are obtained by using CHEVIE. Type A is mainly due to
Atkinson [A, Corollary 3.5] (see Example 5.4). Types B and D are done in this
paper (except for the type D2n+1). Dihedral groups are easy. It must be noticed
that the inequality (∗) is an equality for n = 2 or 3. We suspect it is always an
equality.
In this table, di denotes the dimension of
(
Rad(Σ(W )σ)
)i
. These numbers are
not given for infinite series of type A, B or D. Note that d0 = dimΣ(W )
σ and
that |Λ/σ| = d0− d1. We denote by p(n) the number of partitions of n. We denote
by o(σ) the order of σ: it characterizes the conjugacy class of σ in the group of
automorphism of W stabilizing S.
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